MINUTES from Friday, January 26th, 2018  
CBA-Undergraduate Curriculum Committee

Convened By S. Brokaw (MKT) at 2:00 pm.

Present: S. Brokaw (MKT), C. Kiersch (MGT), D. Annino (IS), M. Hamman (ECO), S. Komissarov (ACC),

Excused: D. Tempski (FIN)
N. Vidden (CBA Academic Services Director - Consultant)

1. Approval of minutes:
   - Sept 2017 passed
   - Oct 2017 passed

2. Teamwork – report out from C. Kiersch
   - Involvement of Hamman, Kiersch, Anup, Danny
   - Steps taking:
     - What do we mean by effective team work?
     - Set up assessment across courses
     - Ultimate goal CBA LO? Still under consideration.

3. Quantitative Literacy & LOs
   - Discussion needs to broaden to consider pressure on class sizes.
   - Require them to have at least sophomore standing or other prereqs first?

4. Pre-Core and Core Examination
   - Introduced discussion.
   - Committee recommends against survey of employers. Information already exists in prior research.
   - Observation that curriculum has not changed does not reflect changes within existing courses and LOs. Do we need to update the titles of courses to better reflect the changes we have made?

5. Next steps
   - Hamman to follow up with students interested in Business Analytics & ECO 230 discussion update
   - Kiersch to follow up with teamwork update and request for letter of support
   - Brokaw will relate our discussion to Rhee

Adjourned 1-26-18 @ 3:35pm